	
  

Macular Diseases
What is the Macula?
The macula is the part of the retina for fine detail such as reading or recognising faces. It contains
delicate receptors called cones which also provide colour vision. Distortion of vision (straight lines
appearing to look bent, check your eyes by observing a rectangular window frame one eye at a
time) is a common symptom of macular disease.

Macular Hole
A hole can appear in the macula. This has
a tendency to distort and reduce the vision.
It is possible to close the hole to improve the
vision by vitrectomy operation. This involves
removing the jelly of the eye (vitrectomy)
and inserting a gas bubble which remains in
the eye for a few weeks. The gas bubble
floats in the eye and pushes on the hole.

Please note that extreme posturing regimes (face down) can be avoided with
modern macular hole surgery, and is rarely used by Mr Williamson.
•
•
•

There is a chance the eye will develop a cataract in the next few years.
The patient must not travel by aeroplane whilst the gas bubble is in the eye.
2-6 months may be required for the eye to recover its best vision after surgery.

Macular Pucker
Sometimes a membrane
appears that wrinkles the retina
(macular pucker). This blurs your
vision and causes distortion
(bending or twisting of straight
lines). It is possible to operate to
try to remove the membrane.
The operation involves removing
the jelly of the eye (vitrectomy) and surgically peeling the
membrane off the retina. This operation is usually effective in reducing the distortion and
improving the vision. A cataract often appears afterwards.

Anti VEGF Injections
These are currently being used to reverse swelling in the retina (cystoid macular
oedema) from a variety of conditions such as diabetes and retinal vein
occlusion. These scans show a swollen retina which has been treated with
return of vision (top to bottom with treatment).
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